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ABSTRACT
Compared with the highway bridges, the relatively higher requirement on the safety
and comfort of vehicle makes the high-speed railway (HSR) bridges need to present
enhanced dynamic performance. To this end, installing a health monitor system (HMS)
on selected key HSR bridges has been widely applied. Typically, the HSR takes fully
enclosed operation model and its skylight time is very short, which means that it is not
easy to operate the acquisition devices and download data on site. However, current
HMS usually involves manual operations, which makes it inconvenient to be used for the
HSR. Hence, a HMS named DASP-MTS (Data Acquisition and Signal Processing Monitoring Test System) that integrates the internet, cloud computing (CC) and virtual
instrument (VI) techniques, is developed in this study. DASP-MTS can realize data
acquisition and transmission automatically. Furthermore, the acquired data can be
timely shared with experts from various locations to deal with the unexpected events.
The system works in a Browser/Server frame so that users at any places can obtain
real-time data and assess the health situation without installing any software. The
developed integrated HMS has been applied to the Xijiang high-speed railway arch
bridge. Preliminary analysis results are presented to demonstrate the efficacy of the
DASP-MTS as applied to the HSR bridges. This study will provide a reference to design
the HMS for other similar bridges.
INTRODUCTION
Health monitoring system (HMS) can be used to validate design assumptions and
computational methods, detect anomalies in loading and response, and possible
damage/deterioration at an early stage, offer real-time information for safety
assessment immediately after disaster and extreme events, provide evidence and
instruction for planning and prioritizing bridge inspection, rehabilitation, maintenance
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and repair, and obtain massive amounts of in-site date for leading-edge research in
bridge engineering (Ko et al. 2005, Zhou et al. 2016, Wenzel et al. 2009). Bridge health
monitoring system has become an important element for bridge management and
maintenance (Li et al. 2006, Koo et al. 2016, Wang et al. 2014, Seo et al. 2015).
Recently, the health monitoring system has been installed on a number of bridges,
including the Akashi Kaikyo bridge in Japan (Sumitro et al. 2001), the Oresund bridge in
United States (Peeters et al. 2003), the Tsing Ma bridge (Wong 2004) and Sutong
bridge in China (Wang et al. 2016a; 2016b), the Great Belt bridge in Denmark (Frandsen
2001, Andersen et al. 1994), and the Hwamyung bridge in South Korea (Huynh et al.
2016). The abovementioned studies, however, were concentrated on the long-span
highway bridges, while relevant researches on the railway bridges are very limited. The
major reason may be that the span of most of railway bridges is very small resulting in
insignificant effects from the running train. With the development of high-speed railway
(HSR) throughout the world, more new high-speed railway lines will be constructed or
put into operation in the next decade (Yan et al. 2015, Hu et al. 2014). For example, the
HSR will be gradually constructed toward the western mountains and east coast areas
in China, and hence the HSR bridge towards large span is inevitable (He et al. 2017).
On the one hand, facing more complex terrain, the probability of train being subjected to
extreme events such as strong winds and earthquakes will increase (He et al. 2016). On
the other hand, HSR put forward higher requirement on the safety and comfort of trains
(Yan et al. 2015, Hu et al. 2014). Therefore, it has become a consensus that a HMS
needs to be installed on selected key bridges in order to ensure the safety of train
operation (Ding et al. 2015a, 2015b, Kim et al. 2016).
The HSR takes fully enclosed mode and the skylight time is short, which means that
it is not easy to operate the acquisition devices and download date on site. Hence, the
HMS installed on the HSR should collect and upload data automatically with enough
storage space. Additionally, the HMS should also have the ability to timely share data
with experts from various locations for the most effective and in-time response to the
unexpected events. Whereas it is well known that the current HMSs present difficulty to
deal with big data using the desktop computers and to timely share real-time data with
other experts (Necati et al. 2008, Wang et al. 2016a). Also, there is a lack of
professional skills to deal with massive measured data in field data acquisition station.
The application of wireless smart sensors and wireless network to the HMS in recent
years facilitates easier installation and low cost, however, it is still hard to cope with the
big data (Jang et al. 2010, Cho et al. 2010). In a sense, the wireless technique only
focuses on the data transmission, while the improvement of calculation and analysis at
the data workstation is still very limited. On the other hand, the cloud computing has
been attracting great attentions in various fields with the rapid development of computer
technology (Zhang et al. 2010, Khan 2016). Therefore, the combination of cloud
computing and wireless network techniques may offer a promising way to make full
advantage of the strong computation ability and high-performance data transmission
(Jeong et al. 2016, Li et al. 2016, Li et al. 2015, Yi et al. 2014).
This study focuses on the development of an online HMS, DASP-MTS (Data
Acquisition and Signal Processing - Monitoring Test System), which integrates the
internet, cloud computing (CC) and virtual instrument techniques. DASP-MTS can
realize data acquisition and transmission automatically. Hence, the users can obtain
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Data acquisition and transmission subsystem (DATS) consists of acquisition
instruments, transfer cable wire, industrial wireless routers, distant cloud database and
users’ terminals. It is the controller for the data collection in sensory subsystem. Also, it
should be able to successfully transmit the acquired data to DMCS. To improve
signal-to-noise ratio, shield cable is usually employed to transmit the signal from the
sensors to the acquisition instruments. Furthermore, all cables are protected by the
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipes to achieve the long-term reliability. It is worth noted that
the transmission wires could be divided into several parts to shorten the transmission
distance and hence reducing the impacts from electromagnetism and long-transmission.
Each part could be equipped with a data acquisition instrument, and all these acquisition
instruments need to be synchronized.
Data management and control subsystem (DMCS) is the central system of the
DASP-MTS. It is the connection element between DATS and structural evaluation
subsystem. The DMCS not only receives data from DATS, but also provides applicable
information for the structural evaluation through a number of pre-processing and
post-processing. In the DMCS, the data will be classified and archived into several
databases at first. Subsequently, data processing will be proceeded and the applicable
information will be extracted from the massive original data under integrated
self-developed programs and modern mathematical algorithm like short-time Fourier
transform (STFT), wavelet transform (WT) and Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT) (Yu et al.
2005, Li et al. 2007). For example, the measured modal properties such as natural
frequencies, mode shapes and modal damping ratios are identified from the
accelerations of the main components using frequency domain decomposition (FDD)
and stochastic subspace identification (SSI) methods (Cho et al. 2010); the wind
spectrum model for the bridge site is obtained from the analysis of the strong wind data
samples; the thermal field of the bridge site is established from long-term monitoring of
the temperature distribution (Wang et al. 2016a) . DASP-MTS has powerful
computational ability in on-line and off-line data processing based on the cloud
computing. At present, it is able to carry out hundreds of signal processing methods
including auto-correlation, cross-correlation, mode analysis and resonance
demodulation analysis.
Structural evaluation subsystem (SES) is the core of the DASP-MTS, which can
provide administrators with structural health situation information and necessary
suggestions of management and maintenance. Another important function of SES is to
forecast future structural performance by measuring the current state, estimating the
future loading environment, and deep-level estimation of remaining life time of the
structure. It mainly includes five evaluation levels, namely application evaluation,
structural ranking evaluation, durability evaluation, damage detection and prediction
evaluation, and safety evaluation (Wang et al. 2016a). The first part focuses on the
evaluation of measured actions and response under extreme cases such as strong
typhoons and earthquakes. The rest four parts work for the bridge management and
maintenance. DASP-MTS is composed of online and offline evaluation parts. The online
evaluation part is utilized in the application evaluation for the extreme environment to
offer the effective information in time. The process is achieved by comparing the
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3.1 Xijiang bridge
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y project for
f the Naanning-Guangzhou
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p
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Fig.6 The geometry of Xijiang bridge (unit: cm).
3.2 Deployment of sensors and acquisition instruments
3.2.1 Sensors
Considering the characteristics of the arch bridge and the limited available budget,
wind environment, dynamic stress, vibration and video were selected as monitoring
targets for the Xijiang bridge. Other monitor types such as suspenders cables force and
displacement of deck will be easily added into the system if necessary. The deployment
of overall sensory subsystem on the Xijiang bridge is shown in Fig. 7. The value in
parentheses in the figure represents the quantity of sensors. Selected pictures of
sensors implemented on the Xijiang bridge are shown in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 7 Deploy
yment of se
ensors on Xijiang
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dge (unit: ccm).
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n the subttropical monsoon reegion and close to
Sincce Xijiang bridge is located in
coastline
e, wind is a major loading so
ource. Five 2D ultra
asonic aneemometers
s (UAN),
Windson
nic made by Gill company
c
in UK, were
w
installed on booth ends of deck

(Guangzhou and Nanning sides), mid-span deck (both upstream and downstream
sides), and at the top of arch [Fig. 7 and Fig. 8(a)]. The wind speed resolution is 0.01m/s
with the sampling frequency of 1 Hz. The maximal wind speed measurement of the
Windsonic is 60m/s
For the dynamic actions, the vibration testing was employed to analyze the natural
frequencies, damping ratios, and mode shapes of the entire structure. Also, it was used
to detect the general damage location (Cho et al. 2010, Li et al. 2007). Totally, there are
17 uni-axial accelerometers (ACC) distributed on the deck and at top of arch. Three
tri-axial ACCs were installed on mid-span deck (upstream and downstream) and at the
top of arch. A tri-axial ACC is comprised of three uni-axial sensors placing in vertical,
lateral, and longitudinal axes. The longitudinal is not taken into account for the bi-axial
ACCs. The locations at the quarter-span and three quarters-span of deck on upstream
and downstream sides were equipped with bi-axial ACCs. In order to reduce impact
from the external environment, the ACCs were first welded on the surface of steel plates,
and then they were covered by stainless boxes and sealed with a sealant, as displayed
in Fig.8(b). The Mode 941B ACCs, manufactured by Zhengheng Technology Company
in China, were selected. It has four shifts containing acceleration shift, large-, medium-,
and small-speed shifts. The medium-speed shift was employed to record the vibration
for the Xijiang bridge. The sampling time length is 60s with the frequency of 51.2 Hz.
Local fatigue damage is more easily induced under non-periodic cyclic loading
action in the long term. Xijiang bridge is a steel structure that is suffered from repeated
train loading. Since strain is a key local parameter to reflect the structural performance
in a more refined level (Wang et al. 2016a), the dynamic strain monitoring is a
necessary. The mid-span section was selected as the key section. Six dynamic strain
gauges (DSG), model BS-8FT made in Japan from KYOWA company, were
symmetrically distributed on the mid-span deck. The strain gauges are able to
simultaneously measure strain and temperature. Furthermore, it is designed with
self-temperature compensation to eliminate the influence of environment temperature.
The rated capacity of BS-8FT is ±1000 μm/m, and the safe temperature range is from
-30ºC to 80ºC. The shielded stainless boxes were also used to protect the strain gauges,
as shown in Fig. 8(c).
According to the requirement of bridge managers, a video monitoring system was
laid on the arch above 20m from the deck at Guangzhou side. A high-resolution camera,
SONY700, was used as part of the HMS, as shown in Fig. 8(d). The video monitoring
system can directly observe the status of deck and track when the bridge suffers strong
wind or the train runs on the bridge. Also, it improves the visual degree of health monitor
system.
3.2.2 Acquisition instruments
The entire DATS is divided upstream and downstream parts. All the sensors
distributed on the upstream/downstream decks were centralized around the base
station. The IEEE1588 protocol LXI-class, a standard clock synchronization technology
was adopted (Peng el al. 2009). In the HMS of Xijiang bridge, the high-performance
front-end acquisition devices, INV 3060V, was employed. This device is designed with
multiple embedded processors including FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array), ARM
(Advanced RISC Machines, RISC-Reduced Instruction Set Computer) and DSP (Digital
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3.3 Field mea
asurement results
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Fig. 10 The processing fflow of wind
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(ii) Vibration monitoring. The vibration data is mainly utilized in modal parameters
identification (He et al. 2011), the verification of existing analytical theory and updating
the finite element model (FEM) (He et al. 2008). The processing procedure of vibration
data using DASP-MTS is similar to the wind data case,as shown in Fig.10, although the
specific signal processing methods are different. At present, there are 82 trains running
on the Xijiang bridge every day. Fig. 13 illustrates the bridge response when a
high-speed train, CRH2A (China Railway High-speed 2A), runs on the bridge. As shown
in the figure, the ACC can accurately capture vibrating signals, and the vibration trends
is also in accord with the fact that the primary vibrating is from vertical direction while the
vibrating in lateral is minimum (Xia et al. 2005). In general, the response is small due to
the large stiffness of bridge. According to the Fig. 13(b), the maximum displacement in
vertical, lateral, longitudinal directions are 0.810 mm, 0.021 mm and 0.605 mm,
respectively. Furthermore, the frequency identification is carried out using various
methods including peak-picking (PP) (Fig.14 (a)) and stochastic subspace identification
(SSI) (Fig.14 (b)) (Li et al. 2007, Yu et al. 2005, Cho et al. 2010). The identified results
are compared with the values by FEM, as listed in Table 1. The first five model
frequencies were successfully identified, and the results is in good agreement with the
FEM.
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Table 1. Frequency identification using various methods
Mode
No.
1
2
3
4
5

PP
0.395
0.421
0.525
0.622
0.797

Frequency
SSI
0.391
0.415
0.525
0.627
0.790

FEM
0.408
0.423
0.532
0.618
0.756

Mode type
st

The 1 symmetric lateral bending of the beam
The 1st anti-symmetric vertical bending of the arch
The 1st symmetric lateral bending of the beam
The 1st anti-symmetric lateral bending of the arch
The 1st symmetric vertical bending of the beam
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4 CONCLUSIONS
Cloud computing is applied to the health monitoring of high-speed railway bridge,
which makes the data transmission and storage more convenient. Collected data can be
transferred to center cloud services via wireless network without installing any software.
Users at any location can obtain the real-time monitoring results from the system since it
can realize remote monitoring. The system can also automatically operate and perform
a number of functions. In comparison with conventional health monitoring system of
high-speed railway bridges, the developed DASP-MTS online monitoring in a
Browser/Server frame is more suitable for high-speed railway. The DASP-MTS of the
Xijiang bridge has been in good condition since its installation. The efficacy of HMS on
the Xijiang bridge is verified by preliminary monitoring results from wind environment
monitoring and vibration monitoring.
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